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Introduction to color science
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Red, orange, and yellow are considered warm 
colors. In art, warm colors make objects 
appear closer in a picture. It's why red 
cars or orange clothing are so eye-catching. 

Green, blue, and purple are considered cool 
colors. In art, cool colors make objects ap-
pear farther in the picture.This is why the 
sky and shadows always appear far away.

warm colors

cool colors

What is Color?: Color is all around us! Color wheels show us how 
colors are related. They remind artists how to mix and think 
about colors. 
Primary Colors: Primary colors cannot be made from other 
colors. Artists create all the other colors of the rainbow by 
mixing together the primary colors. Red, blue and yellow are 
the primary colors.
Secondary Colors: Secondary colors are made by mixing two 
primary colors. Each secondary color is made from the two 
primary colors closest to it on the color wheel. Green, orange 
and purple are secondary colors. 
Tertiary Colors: Tertiary colors are made by mixing equal 
parts primary and secondary colors to make the tertiary color. 
Red-violet, blue-violet, blue-green, yellow-green, yellow-
orange, and red-orange are tertiary colors. 

After understanding the colors, next is learning which colors are 
considered warm and which colors are considered cool. 

Color 
Wheel

Primary 
Colors

Secondary
Colors

Tertiary
Colors



hidden pictures

Find these 
hidden images then 

color the picture 
afterwards!
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color maze
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Leaves, coffee filter, scissors, pencils, paperclip or tape, measuring 
spoons, isopropyl alcohol, clear jar

SECRET LEAF COLORS

Instructions

1. Go on a leaf hunt. Collect several different leaves. 
Fresh leaves work the best.

Cut a strip out of the middle of the coffee filter. 

Roll one end of the strip around a pencil and secure it 
with tape or a paperclip. Let the other end hang down. 
You want it to hang down almost to the bottom of the 
jar, but not quite.

Tear and squish a leaf up and put it in the jar. You 
can use your fingers to tear and the rounded side of a 
spoon works well to squish.

Add 1 Tablespoon of water and 1 teaspoon of isopropyl 
alcohol to the jar. Set the pencil holding the strip of 
coffee filter on top of the jar and let it hang into 
the liquid. Let it sit overnight. 

2.

3.

What you need

Do this easy 
science experi-

ment to find out 
what pigments 
are in leaves.

experiment

things to think about

Did you get the results you expected? What did you find out? Can 
you see different colors? Look closely - some may be subtle! Try this 
with other things that contain pigments, like fruits and vegetables, or 
colored paper.

4.
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Contact paper, cotton balls, scraps of colored paper or fabric scraps, 
marker, tape

Instructions

1.

What you need

STICKY RAINBOW

Tape up a large square of contact paper, sticky side out. 
Use a marker to draw a rainbow with clouds on the sticky 
paper. 

Cut out small squares of paper or fabric. We used a 
combination of tissue paper and construction paper from 
our recycling bin.

Begin sticking the squares and cotton balls on the rainbow.

Keep going until your rainbow is complete. Hang on a win-
dow for a colorful suncatcher!

2.

3.

Create a colorful 
rainbow suncatcher 
with this hands-on 

activity.  

create

4.
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Paper towels, several options of food coloring, 5 wide mouthed glass 
jars or cups with water in them

TRAVELING WATER RAINBOW

 Watch as water 
goes from jar to jar 

blending colors. You'll be 
amazed by this traveling 

rainbow!

Instructions
1. Set the jars or cups up in a circle and add a different 

color of food coloring to the water in each jar.

Fold paper towels into thirds and dip an end of each 
paper towel into a glass of water. 

Wait for a little while and the colors will travel up 
the paper towels to meet the color in the jar next to 
them!

2.

What you need

experiment

3.

how it works
The paper towels act as a sponge sucking up the water from each jar. Once 
there isn't any dry area to absorb the colored water the absorption slows. 
When the colored water meets the water from another jar the colored liquids 
blend together to make a new color.
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art lab

This ice cube 
painting activity 

combines sensory 
art with color 

science. 

Paper, ice cube tray, food coloring, water

Instructions
1.

3.

What you need

PAINTING WITH COLORED ICE

Drop the food coloring into each separate ice cube 
square.

Carefully fill 2/3 of each cube full of water.

Freeze the water until it forms into ice.

Now start painting with the colored ice. You can paint 
by moving the ice around or by picking up the paper and 
tilting it back and forth. 

4.

sensory and science
This project starts with changing a liquid to a solid before going into the art 
project. As you paint, the solid turns back into a liquid. How cool is that?

Clasp your hands together before painting with the ice. Can you feel the 
warmth of your hands? Now hold the ice in your hand for a moment. 
The heat from your hands starts melting the solid back into a liquid.

Explore primary and secondary colors by painting with two pieces of different 
colored ice. As the ice melts and the colors blend, new colors appear. Yellow 
and blue make green, blue and red make purple, and so on.
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eat

read
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All the Colors of the Rainbow
by Allan Fowler
The natural world comes alive for young readers with this color science 
book! With striking, full-color photos and just the right amount of 
text, this book immediately involves young readers as they discover 
intriguing facts about the fascinating world of color science.

The Rainbow Book
by Kate Ohrt
The Rainbow Book explores the relationship between colors and senti-
ments they might inspire. Does yellow suggest happiness? Is blue 
peaceful? "When I feel RED, I am fiery and bold." Each turn of the 
page reveals another color, leading to a bright rainbow of feelings.

Green Kid book corner

Salad mix, mandarin oranges, shredded cheese, peppers, corn, hard boiled 
eggs, dressing, big bowl

Instructions

1.

2.

Make this salad 
full of healthy ingredi-

ents and color!

What you need

Pre-cut any veggies or fruit into bite-sized pieces. 

Add the salad mix to a large bowl. Next, add all the 
ingredients one by one, saving the dressing for last.

Once all the ingredients are in the bowl, toss the salad 
to mix in the dressing. Serve cold as a refreshing 
healthy treat.

3.

colorful salad



reuse

Empty Green Kid Crafts box, scissors, tissue paper, glue, flashlight

NIGHTLIGHT BOX

Add a colorful 
touch to your bedroom 
by making this nightlight 
from an empty Green Kid 

Crafts box.

What you need

repurpose your box

1. Cut a rectangle out of the bottom of your empty 
Green Kid Crafts box. Leave a frame of card-
board around the edges of the rectangle.

Cut tissue paper into narrow strips the length of 
the box. We cut ours to be about 2" wide.

Add glue around the edges of the rectangle where 
you left the frame of cardboard. Lay the tissue 
paper lengthwise across the box covering the cutout 
end to end. Rotate the colors of tissue or cre-
ate a pattern with the colors. Trim excess tissue 
paper from the edges of the box.

Set your new nightlight on a tabletop 
and place a flashlight inside. Be sure the 
flashlight isn't up again the tissue or sides 
of the box. See the light shine through 
the tissue creating a colorful nightlight?

2.

Instructions
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About Green Kid Crafts

Green Kid Crafts was founded in 2009 with the 
vision of helping to raise the next generation of 
creative leaders. Like so many of the best children’s 
products, Green Kid Crafts is a mother’s invention, 
created by a working mom and environmental sci-
entist whose personal experiences taught her how 
important it is for children to exercise creativity, 
develop a love of discovery, and learn about the 
world around them.

www.GreenKidCrafts.com

instagram.com/
GreenKidCrafts

pinterest/
GreenKidCrafts

utube.com/
GreenKidCrafts

facebook.com/
GreenKidCrafts

SHARE WITH US! 
Show us your projects and 
experiments on our social 

media channels and... 

...get featured!:
#GreenKidCrafts

WARNING: Includes small parts. 
Intended for children age 3 or older.

©2017 Green Kid Crafts
All Rights Reserved

Exploring Robot Workshop Box 

via Instagram

THANKS FOR SHARING!

Exploring Dinosaur Science Boxvia Instagram 
THANKS FOR SHARING!


